An odyssey to a monadological quantum brain dynamics is told here. The very spirit of the odyssey would be violated by ab-straction, literally the lifting out of abstract order, which presumes a metaphysical lifter, a Cartesian subjectivity that does the lifting. A true odyssey, if anything, is existential, unabstractable segments of academic life experience along stalks of a fractal sheaf structure, a saltatory story. 1 Key Words: monadology, quantum brain, Riemann Hypothesis, thermofield dynamics
The idea that we are really isolated Monads, each with our own parallel world, sounds silly I suppose. Surely there is a transcendent reality, which we take in our own way and argue over, but nonetheless there is a world there, whatever our interpretations and misinterpretations of it, a world which science is good at explaining. In naturalistic philosophy the problematic of reality is purely epistemological, in our individual and collective knowledge of a self-subsistent natural world.
"Certainly it [the problem] is not whether there is an external world; this much is taken for granted. Instead, the problem is an epistemological one which, in rough approximation, can be formulated by asking whether, and if so how, a person gains knowledge of the external world" (Pappas, 1992, 381, In A companion to epistemology). Postmodernity in contrast questions the "external world," holding the door ajar to its ontological status, so even a monadologist might try to slip in through the crack. 2 Although the serious Edmund Husserl (1960) is not yet postmodern, his epoch supports that stance. In this phenomenological move of purification, one goes on believing as before in the manifest reality of a world more or less in common, but the belief is "bracketed" so it does not enter into philosophical considerations. The belief is noted, but no use is made of it. Commonsense belief is held in abeyance, bracketed, under the rigorous phenomenological epoch . Husserl sings in the purity of continental method; he makes do without belief in a common world, which is instead problematized as a life-world. Though Husserl was not himself a monadologist, he did some heavy lifting for us. The epoch holds off common sense, while acknowledging the full transparency of the world's facticity.
Monadologists admittedly haven't been big players in the natural science and philosophy games for centuries. The very idea that we are multiple world-disclosing Monads in parallel induces vertigo. Why the vertigo of ungroundedness, in recognition of such Heideggerian thrownness, may spin one into abyssal Angst! The only appeal of a monadological life, I guess, is aesthetic, the enriching simplicity of the monadological idea. It is certainly not a California "have-a-great-day" notion, to think we are really parallel monads-where tuned possibility becomes world-disclosure in parallel. Monadologists must relinquish the 2 For a monadological physics in general, rather than only monadological neurophysics, see the work of Teruaki Nakagomi (1992 Nakagomi ( , 1995 Nakagomi ( , 2003a Nakagomi ( , 2003b Nakagomi ( , 2004 Nakagomi ( , 2005 . quotidian world-in-common, with all the comforts it brings.
And the "other" that "surrounds" monads, the alter to the monads? "It" is most peculiar, an unknowable indescribable Abground, 3 having dual quantum modes (Umezawa 1993), ultimately an unrelenting and unspeakable Abground relieved by multiple monads, where worlds light up, whilst Abground withdraws into its inaccessible dynamic, the "holomovement" (Bohm, 1980) . How I was driven to such strange monadological notions and the new physics that goes with them is the odyssey recounted here. (Of course for an encapsulated Monad, a peripatetic odyssey is a deliciously ironic metaphor!)
My "odyssey" has not had the much-admired sequential, more-or-less linear progression that is officially typical for scientists, but instead has a "sheaf structure." On my journey I have relocated between disparate stalks of thought, stalks which at times cross, belonging-together for a while and then going separate ways. 4 Each stalk has a sheaf structure, too, when looked at more closely, and those stalks, too, are sheaves at finer resolution. The sheaf structure of thought, and discourse, is fractal. So I did not proceed by linear chain-link step but skipped between stalks, a discontinuous partial filling-in the fractal sheaf structure of thinking. My personal odyssey is originarily "saltatory," etymologically a "dancing" from stalk to stalk.
The summer before college, in the "lightness of Being" (as Milan Kundera (1984) says, pace Heidegger), I "happened on" Freud's The interpretation of dreams. I had been looking with awe at the hard sciences, but Freud captured my interest. This was my first blunt encounter with the hidden, with mystery, here the latent unconscious wish that generates a dream which satisfies that unconscious wish's conditions. I entered college a freshman Freudian.
As a psychology major at Cornell University, I was most fortunate, in the lightness of Being, to be taught in a department that happened to have a strong continental orientation, quite different from the rampant behaviorism found elsewhere in psychology at midcentury. E.B. Titchener had built at Cornell in 1901 the first laboratory for psychology in the US. (Watson's launch of behaviorism was not until 1911.) So there were strong introspectionist roots at Cornell, entangled with German psychology back to Wilhelm Wundt in the late 19 th century. Gestalt psychology, too, with its holistic brand of thinking, was well respected at Cornell, as was the philosophical tradition. The ecological psychophysicist J.J. Gibson (1979) and the experimental perceptual psychologist Julian Hochberg (2005) were the dominant figures. I became comfortable methodologically with looking-within, with a disciplined phenomenological orientation, even though unAmericanly contemplative, lacking action. But the continental was already comfortably heimlich for me, as a first generation Russian-American (more "lightness"). I was already a little attuned to belong-to more continental ways of thinking.
Behaviorists Heidegger (1967) does not say that we are conscious of the world but that we are world-thrown. There is no thrower, only a spontaneous primitive springing-forth, an Ursprung, in which we always find ourselves already amidst world affordances. (Gibson's (1979) "affordances" = Heidegger's (1967) zuhanden, ready -tohandness.) The dynamics is hidden; it "withdraws," Heidegger says, in world thrownness (or is "transparent," in Thomas Metzinger's (2003) 
language).
Of all of Heidegger's writings post Sein und Zeit, I found myself most fascinated by the Beitrage (1999) of the middle thirties. Heidegger's philosophy becomes truly dynamical here. The fount of Heidegger's dynamics is not a ground but an "abground" (der Abgrund) that has no Being. The dynamical abground (Ereignis) "gifts" Being while itself "withdrawing" (= "transparent"). O hidden still point of withdrawal! O hidden under the dove's wing, hidden in the turtle's breast, under the palmtree at noon, under the running water, at the still point of the turning world, O hidden.
T.S. Eliot
I had a penchant for the hidden (some unconscious fascination with the "primal scene" of parental sex, the Boston Viennese would analyze, no doubt), which later attuned me for discussions of quantum theory.
Heidegger was but one stalk in the sheaf of my thought, which would stretch on to a sheaf region that was monadological. At the same time I continued on the dreaming stalk. In the fifties REM sleep and its association with dreaming had been discovered by Aserinsky and Kleitman (1953) . In the excitement I became a sleep psychophysiologist and at night watched the fantastic calligraphy of the EEG machine while subjects slept in my laboratory. There were the slow massive EEG waves and the characteristic wave spindles during NREM sleep, and then-a sudden sharp body movement-and when the static from the muscle movement dies down, low voltage fast waves can be seen, very similar to the waking EEG, accompanied by vigorous synchronous rapid eye movements. I am alerted from my night lab drowse when I hear the rapid pen scratchings and know just from this calligraphic consequence that the sleeper is living a fantastic life, while I dimly make out an inert body through the one-way window. Brain changes state … world thrownness occurs in the dream life, while the room is dark and the body motionless. Hmmm. It can make a fella' wonder, all night long, what's really real? And what's virtual?
In the early seventies I grew fatigued with sleep research, not only that it became increasingly technological and personally sleep-depriving, but also because I wasn't finding out anything that I really wanted to know. Emboldened by academic tenure I left the lab and turned to my interest in philosophical issues, to the consciousness/brain problem. I brought in physics early on, applying Bohr's complementarity principle to that problematic (Globus 1973 Castaneda (1973 Castaneda ( , 1974 ) was a graduate student in anthropology at UCLA who claimed to have apprenticed himself to a Yaqui indian "sorcerer," or better, "man of knowledge," whom he called "don Juan." Castaneda was awarded his Ph.D. in anthro based on reports of his apprenticeship and accepted a position in the School of Social Sciences at the University of California Irvine, where I was a professor. Castaneda never showed up at the start of the school year but he did teach the previous spring a graduate seminar at UCI that I attended (more lightness) while he was still working on his dissertation.
At the heart of the sorceric teachings is a mysteriously hidden dynamical nagual. According to one's socially inculcated description (the tonal), nagual gives way to a particular world. Men of knowledge, through rigorous training and unbending intent, are able to gain control over this process and disclose alternative worlds, which are consistent with a shared sorceric description of world. We are "enclosed within a bubble of perception," don Juan claims. The consensus fallen description of the tonal discloses a common sense world and the consensus description of men of knowledge-proclaimed to be authentic-discloses sorceric world happenings. The man of knowledge exploits the potentialities of the monadic state and finds himself in a world according to the sorceric description. Whether or not one "believes" Castaneda's tales is irrelevant. A monadology is described out of the hidden dynamics of the nagual.
The stalks of Freud's dream theory, sleep psychophysiology, and sorcery crossed in my 1987 book, Dream Life, Wake Life (State University of New York Press). I argued there that since the dream life, in well developed instances, is indiscernible from the wake life, these lives are at parity and should have a common mechanism. From the detailed study of how dreams are generated I proposed that all possible worlds are a priori interpenetrated, in Bohm's (1980) "implicate" or "enfolded" order. There is a "holoworld" of weighted implicate possible worlds, from which actual worlds are explicated in waking and dreaming alike. (The difference is that in waking sensory input strongly influences explication-the unfoldment of the wake life-whereas in dreaming explication comes mainly via restless memories, undischarged affect and ungratified wish + nonspecific activation.)
Here the Monad is rich with an inner possibility that continually unfolds actuality. A vivid "dream" is explicated in waking, too, though encumbered by the chains of m y we don't recognize the waking dream as such. To break the chains of m y is to recognize that all conscious experience, waking and dreaming, is at parity, equally monadic states, which come under different hegemonies. In waking there is a hegemony of input, while in dreaming, unconscious wish is the hegemon, or so Freud taught.
Another stalk-and finally I come to the new science of neuroquantology: I had followed the work of Karl Pribram, since his great 1974 Languages of the brain, which had the power to arouse one from dogmatic slumbers. Pribram QBD is at heart a theory of the evolution of water dipole quantum fields in the least energy vacuum states generated within the microtubules of living brain tissue. Symmetries (invariances) in the input flux are preserved in quantum memory traces, called symmetrons, which are condensates of Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Consciousness is identified with the quantum brain dynamics.
Umezawa (1993) and coworkers 7 opened a possibility for further developments in quantum brain dynamics, in formulating quantum thermofield dynamics, which adds a thermodynamical degree of freedom to quantum field theory, so that quantum field theory becomes applicable to living dissipative systems. This new thermodynamical degree of freedom is accomplished by adding a second quantum field theoretical universe, denoted the '~' q-universe, an "alter" universe that serves as a heat bath for our non~ q-universe, exchanging energy with it. Here quantum field theory becomes a dual mode thermofield dynamics that is applicable to a living dissipative system like the human brain. Vitiello (1995 Vitiello ( , 2001 Vitiello ( , 2004 Vitiello ( and this journal (2003 ) made brilliant use of Umezawa's dual mode thermofield dynamics to develop a dual mode quantum brain dynamics. The mathematical description of such quantum modes of course requires 7 For this story see Takahashi and Jibu (2003 (Yasue, Jibu and Senta, 1999) , a picture which vindicated my aesthetic persistence.) I opened a nonHermitean version of thermofield quantum brain dynamics (Globus 2003 (Globus , 2004 in which local differences between modes are permitted, rather than fixed to be zero in the match. (Globally the differences are zero, in deference to energy conservation law, but locally there may be difference.) This adds a degree of freedom, for which the ~conjugate match is a special case.
Input to the brain is represented in the non~ mode whereas memory traces of re-cognitions are ~mode. The ~mode provides a fluctuating attunement of weighted self-organizing memory traces for the vacuum state encounter with non~ input order. Worlds are disclosed, waking and dreaming, in the ~conjugate match between dual modes in the vacuum state of the water dipole field sustained in dissipative brain functioning. In dreaming hegemony goes to an attunement free of structured input, whereas in waking, input order exerts its control on the match. According to nonHermitean dual mode QBD, world-thrownness is continually unfolded in the dual mode ~conjugate match in waking and dreaming both.
The living dissipative brain according to nonHermitean dual mode QBD is monadological. The monadological brain is "windowless," so that no copies of the surround can get in; only invariant properties and parameter levels can do so, abstract symmetries conserved within the input flux and abstract parameter values (e.g. ~conjugate match. gradient of the texture parameter, degree of disparity between the two retinal images, relative motion). The monadological brain does not have representative "pictures" of its surround; it holds an experienced surround that is continually unfolded from the neural holoworld in waking and dreaming alike.
The "logic" of "monadological" is the logic of a between-two, with the privilege of existence in the dual mode belonging-together of a ~conjugate match between the two. This "match" is between continuously tuned traces of past recognitions and the continual flux of fresh input. The parallel entre-deuxs across Monads hoist multiple world-thrownnesses in the belonging-together of an abstractly presented reality and attuned memory. Enchained by m y , we think there is a more-or-less consensual world-in-common. Breaking the chains of m y in authenticity, we are bereft in the parallel plight of multiple Monads.
Springing with relief to a different stalk in the sheaf of my Odyssey: One day I was reading in Science a book review that happened to interest me and I noticed the adjacent review -more "light" contingency -that mentioned books on the famously unproved Riemann Hypothesis (RH) of 1859. I felt compelled to order these books (Derbyshire, 2003; du Sautoy, 2003; Sabbagh, 2002) , having the vaguest of "vibes" that maybe RH could be understood in dual mode terms, uncertain to the point of feeling conflicted over spending so much money for books on such flimsy grounds! It was clearly more the case of being ever so slightly hooked -just a teenie flirtationthan actually catching on. But picking up the stalk, I was excited to discover that it makes sense to think about RH under a thermofield logic. The nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function seem to represent points of abstract Being that are generated in dual mode belonging-together. (All other values represent unmatched abground.) Zeta zeroes correspond to the ~conjugate match which is the thrown state of us Monads. This is such a striking and beautiful conjecture that I have felt compelled to pursue it on my odyssey, even though lacking technical mathematical competence for such an endeavor. Let's review RH intuitively. Riemann commandeers Euler's "zeta function," which can be expressed as a product of prime numbers, specifically, a product of the reciprocals of the prime numbers, 1/p, each prime taken to the same power, s. So "zeta" is a product of terms all having the form, 1/p s , where s is given by the argument to the zeta function. Riemann let the arguments, s, to zeta be complex-numbers (c-numbers), and came up with a stunning result. (Consider the Figure. ) Even though the location of prime numbers, within the order of the natural numbers, is chaotic and unpredictable, zeta somehow gets striking order out of the unordered primes.
To see this surprising order out of disorder, we geometrically plot the c-arguments to zeta against the c-values out of zeta. The argument plane is a two-dimensional complex plane, and the value plane is a c-plane, too, but in order to plot the c-values on the single remaining intuitive dimension, Riemann converted them to real values (by taking the moduli of the c-values). Riemann ends up with this strange three-dimensional R-space in which a real value topography sits on top of an argument c-plane. This is the conventional space in which RH is portrayed. I have simplified the Figure, Riemann focuses interest on a strip of the argument c-plane, the "critical strip" that lies between 0 and 1 on the real axis (only shown between 0 and 0.6 in the Figure) . For any argument whose real component is negative, the value is a mathematical fiction. When the real component of the c-argument goes to 1.0, the value goes to infinity, and greater than one, the value boringly asymptotes. So Riemann focuses on the zeta function when the real component of the c-argument, s, is restricted to between 0 and 1, whereas the imaginary component of the c-argument goes between positive and negative infinity. This both finitely real and infinitely imaginary region is known as the "critical strip" of the Riemann zeta function.
What attracts Riemann's attention within the critical strip of the Figure is the distribution of "zeta zeros." Now, certain c-arguments to zeta provoke values that are nontrivially zero. 9 Those c-arguments are found to all have real part equal to ½. The zeta zeros all line up along the infinite imaginary axis that passes through Re ½ on the argument c-plane. The zeta zeros line up aperiodically along this "critical line," according to a "cyclotomic algebra" (Planat, this journal, 2004) . RH is that all nontrivial zeta zero values on out to infinity lie (aperiodically) scattered on the critical line. (The aperiodicity is not strictly a part of RH but is closely allied.) The zeta zeros, if all confined to the critical line, have a curiously chaotic distribution on it, and this, too, needs to be understood, if we are going truly to understand RH.
Not only has it not been proved to this day that all zeta zeros must lie on the critical line, even though no exception exists out of the many billions that have been actually calculated, there is not even an accepted understanding of why RH should be true. In recent years the zeta zeros have been found to show up tantalizingly in quantum theory (Derbyshire 2003) , though the significance of this remains unclear.
Du Sautoy (2003) wonderfully presents RH in musical terms, so it can be intuitively grasped. Every point on both argument and value c-planes for the zeta function can be conceived as an oscillation, with a certain amplitude and frequency, which permits the oscillation to be interpreted as a note with a certain loudness and pitch. As the real component of the argument increases, the value note becomes louder, and as the imaginary component of the argument increases, the value note becomes higher pitched.
So every point on the argument c-plane can be conceived of as an oscillator with an amplitude and frequency, and every point on the value c-plane, too, is an oscillator with amplitude and frequency. Argument notes into zeta and value notes out of it. The s-argument specifies the zeta function, by specifying the exponent in the multiplication of the prime terms, 1/p s . A c-value comes out. Put musically, a complex note, s, comes in to the zeta function and a certain note comes out of the multiplication of the 1/p s . Strike the 1/p s with a c-argument, and a value note rings out of it-with varying degrees of purity. The value impurities are overtones. Zeta zeroes out of the zeta function for certain arguments are associated with pure tones. As we ascend Globus G What is the significance of those c-arguments to the zeta function for which it rings out pure notes (zeta zeros)? Why do the zeta zeros lie on points chaotically scattered along the critical line? The idea I am exploring is that the zeta zeros correspond to ~conjugate match in an underlying thermofield logical model. The dual mode model immediately explains why the critical axis runs through Re ½. The sum of the amplitudes across dual modes for any point in the critical region must equal 1.0, according to thermofield logic and energy conservation law, so if the dual mode amplitudes are to match at a point, all such points must lie somewhere on the critical line at Re ½, where each mode has half the energy. The dual mode frequencies at any point on the critical line are opposite in sign, and so also "match," but in the sense of cancelling each other, an equality that is self-cancelling.
So far, so good, since the critical line is a line of dual mode match in amplitude and frequency. But if the zeta zeros are such dual mode matchings, then why are only some of the points on the critical line associated with nontrivially zero values? There must be more to "matching" than amplitude and frequency. A new degree of freedom is called for at each point: a quantum phase operator. In the case of phase, "match" means the polar balance of Heraclitean opposites.
To see this, imagine that every point dual mode has a rotating phase arrow attached. Since the ~mode is time-reversed relative to the non~ mode, their phase arrows rotate in opposition directions. Every 180 degree rotation the phase arrows coincide dual mode, in the imbalance of agreement, pointing together, while at 90 and 270 degrees there is the balance of polar opposition, pointing equally apart. Only in the balance of polar opposition, with equal amplitude and opposite frequency across dual modes, will zeta deliver a nontrivial zero. So something more than balanced amplitude and cancelling frequency is required for a nontrivial zero: phase balance.
So as we ascend the critical line of the argument c-plane, the dual mode phase arrows rotate in opposite directions and every so often come into the Heraclitean balance of polar opposition. This is the "phase" sense of match, the conjugate match of a+bi and a-bi, which removes the imaginary (imaginary cross-terms cancel and i 2 = -1), leaving the real.
The aperiodicity of zeta zeros on the critical line reflects the nonlinearity of zeta. The zeta zeros are points of dual mode "match" in amplitude, frequency and phase, points where the dual modes belong-together, points where mathematical Being appears. The nontrivial zeros correspond to dual mode belonging-together.
I come to this formulation on my saltatory odyssey: The truth of the Riemann Hypothesis is the disclosure of mathematical Being in dual mode belonging-together. *** "Sing to me of the man, Muse, the man of twists and turns driven time and again off course…." So Homer begins his tale of Odysseus.
Academic journeys are not supposed to be wandering driven odysseys but are admired for being disciplined, confined to the stalk of a discipline and near-neighbors. But my literally un-disciplined, saltatory sheaf-odyssey has been more like the twists and turns of a life, monadological existence that is inexplicably light, attracted repeatedly off-stalk.
